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1. GENERAL .

1.01 This section provides physical and functional ?

descriptions of the KS22762, Ll, magnetic tape
system used with the 3B20 duplex (3B20D) Model i?
processor.

1.02 Whenever this section is reissued, the rea-
son(s) for reissue will be listed in this para-

graph.

INTRODUCTION

1.03 The 3B20D Model 2 processor uses the mag-
netic tape to store general data, to handle call

billing information, and to update the disk file sys-
tem. The magnetic tape system consists of the follow-
ing components:

● Tape unit (KS22762, Ll)

● Peripheral controller

● Power unit (J1C134B-1 inverter).

1.04 The tape unit writes and reads nine tracks of
data on a half-inch-wide magnetic tape using

a phase-encoded format. It is comprised of micropro-
cessors and mechanical assemblies. The tape unit
transfers data to and from the magnetic tape while
operating at a rate of 25 inches per second (IPS) in
a stop/start mode. When operating in short-distance
block seeks (no data transfer), the controller requests
the tape drive to Gperate in a 25-IPS streaming mode. ●

For long-distance block seeks, the drive is instructed
to operate in a 100-IPS streaming mode and to not *
stop in interlock gaps. The tape unit records in a
mode which is compatible with the American Na-
tional Standard Institute (ANSI), Article S3.:19- l!~73. -

For data operations, each unit is equipped \vit h an
integrated formatter.

1.05 The peripheral controller (UN52) resides in
the input-output processor (IOP) and inter- ?
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f-

faces the 10P with the tape unit. The perpheral con-
troller is a microprocessor system on one board. It is
based on the Intel 8085A microprocessor chip. The
]wripheral controller decodes the IOP commands and
instructs the tape unit to perform the functions. The
peripheral controller communicates with the tape
unit over a 50-pair transistor-transistor logic (TTL)
bus within a maximum distance of 20 feet. The pe-
ripheral controller allows the tape unit to read or
write data up to 40 kilobytes at a 25-IPS rate. Each
block of data has a maximum of 6144 bytes. The block
operation can be overlapped. Therefore, after the IOP
initializes a read/write block of data, it does not have
to wait for a completion from the tape formatter be-
fore setting up new commands for the same tape unit.
The peripheral controller can address up to four tape
units.

1.06 The tape unit requires a single-phase 120V
60-Hz power supply. The average input cur-

rent of the unit is 2 amperes. The J1C134BA-1 invert-
er, called the 300JTA inverter, supplies power to the
tape unit on a one-to-one basis. The power distribu-
t ion frame supplies –48V direct current to the 300VA
invvrter. The 300VA inverter inverts the –48V direct
current to 120V alternating current and supplies it to
the tape unit.

CONFIGURATION

1.07 The 3B20D Model 2 processor can support up
to four tape units. The quantity of tape units

is dependent upon the application of the system. If
the system contains two or more tape units, the units
are connected in a daisy-chain method (Fig. 1). The
maximum distance between the peripheral controller
and the last tape unit is 20 feet.

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

2.o1 The tape unit and the 300VA inverter are lo-
cated on the tape unit frame (Fig. 2). The

frame is standard and is 7 feet high, 2 feet 2 inches
wide, and 24 inches deep. The tape unit frame can
contain up to two tape units and two 300VA invert-
ers. The tape unit is designed to be mounted in a stan-
dard rack that is 24 inches high, 19 inches wide, and
17.5 inches deep. The unit is black and weighs 100
pounds. The tape unit has a plastic, hinged, front
cover for protecting the tape transport from dust and
other foreign matter (Fig. 3). A transparent window
in the front cover allows tape motion to be seen. The
cutout in the front cover allows access to the control

PERIPHERAL FIRST
CONTROLLER TTL BUSES TAPE UNIT

IF+SECONO
TAPE UNIT

THIRD
TAPE UNIT

m
I I

Fig. 1—Maximum System Configuration

panel (Fig. 4). The components of the tape deck are
shown in Fig. 5 and 6.

SUPPLY AND TAKE-UP REELS

2.o2 The tape reel is secured to the supply hub by
a mechanical latching device called the supply

reel hub. The reel is latched by pressing the periph-
eral of the hub face while the reel is positioned
against the rear flange of the hub. It is released by
pressing the center button of the hub face.

2.03 The file protect assembly, located around the
supply reel hub, consists of a 360-degree re-

flecting ring and a phototransistor sensor mounted
adjacent to the reflecting ring. If a write enable ring
is installed, the reflecting ring is in direct line with
the sensor. If the enable ring is absent, the reflecting
ring is out of the path of the sensor.

2.04 The take-up reel is a permanently mounted
reel secured to the take-up motor shaft. The

take-up reel motor has a 1000-segment tachometer
attached. The tachometer is associated with the ve-
locity control of the tape unit.

REEL MOTORS

2.05 The reel motors are conventional, permanent-
magnet dc motors. The supply reel motor

works in conjunction with the upper and lower air
bearings. The supply reel motor and air bearings pro-
vide a control of tape tension across the recording
surface of the magnetic head. The transducers sense
the proximity of tape over the air bearings via air

Page 3
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FRAME MOUNTING PLATE power amplifier drives the supply reel. The second
/( JlCl134BA-1, Ll) power amplifier drives the take-up reel, Each power _

m
KS 22762, L1

TAPE TRANSPORT

SPACE

KS 22762, LI
TAPE TRANSPORT

SPACE

Fig. 2—Tape Transport Frame

pressure and,in effect, activate theservo. The trans-
ducers cause the servoto maintain aconstant tension
by increasingand decreasing theaction ofthe supply
reel motor.

POWER DRIVER AND AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

2.06 Thepower driver andamplifier assemblycon-
tains two identical power amplifiers. The first

amplifier is a linear current amplifier that operates ‘7

in pulse-width switching mode.

TAPE BLOCK

n
2.07 The beginning of tape (BOT) and the end of

tape (EOT) are detected by an optical device.
The optical device consists of light source and photo-
transistor. The phototransistor detects light from
the light source, which is reflected from the BOT and
EOT markers on the tape. The tape unit also uses this
procedure to detect the absence of the tape. When the
tape is absent, the phototransistor exposes directly to
the light. The tape unit will acknowledge a changing
of signal on the phototransistor, which indicates the
absence of the tape.

MAGNETIC HEAD ASSEMBLY

2.08 The magnetic head is a dual gap head. It is
designed to perform the read/write function

in a 9-track, phase-encoded mode. A full-width erase
head is provided to erase tape in the forward direc-
tion before passing the tape over the write head. Se-
lection of the read or write operation is made by the
IOP through the control logic circuits. Data is trans-
ferred to or from the IOP over TTL buses and gated
to the individual head by the read/write circuit. The
read recovery circuit converts the read data to a digi-
tal format compatible with the control and formatter
logic. The write driver circuit converts the logic-
compatible write data to the current levels required
to drive the write head coils.

LOGIC CAGE ASSEMBLY

2.09 The logic cage assembly, at the rear of the tape
deck, contains two printed circuit boards.

They are the formatter and read/write servo boards.

FORMATTER

2.10 ‘I’he formatter is equipped with n~icroproces-
sor-controlled circuitry. Its functions are pri-

marily related to data operations. The
microprocessor is constructed with the 6802 micro-
processor chip tj[’ing tht, basis. Th{’ (NM nlirr(JlJr~m~s-
sor has two $hit wwmulators, OnLIH-l)it ctJndition -
code register, one 16-t)it stack pointer, on~’I[i-hit pro-
gram counter, and one 16-bit index register. The 6802
chip contains a 128-byte random access memory

,

.

A

.

Page 4
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●

.
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/
/’
///

t-

UNIT SERIAL NUMBER w“
SERIES COOE

Fig. 3—KS-22762, 11, Tape Unit

(RAM) and an internal clock. The clock provides tim-
,&% img for the microprocessor at the rate of 3.4 MHz. All

inputs and outputs of the microprocessor board are
TTL compatible.

● READ/WRITE SERVO

A 2.11 The read/write servo performs many distinct
. functions with circuitry on one printed circuit

board. The basic circuitries on the board are as fol-
lows:

. Microprocessor and associated hardware

P. ● Servo for the take-up and supply reels

● Head write drivers and write current pro-
grammable regulator

● Head read amplifiers with envelope detection
and clip voltage generation circuits.

ADAPTER INTERFACE

2.12 The interface of the tape unit is based on the
Industry Standard Interface for a half-inch

tape product. The adapter interface in this case is an
MC6821 peripheral interface adapter (PIA). The PIA
is a programmable device, which interfaces the 6802
microprocessor with the read/write controI logic.

Page 5
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Fig. 6—Tape Deck (Rear View)

i-”
2.13 The cooling fan is a squirrel-cage type of as-

sembly. The motor is compatible with either
1200r240 volts. The cooling fan is provided to insure

. high reliability of the logic circuitry, power amplifi-
er, and power supply.

4
. POWER SUPPLY

fi 2.14 The power supply consists of a line filter, cir-
cuit breaker, logic master clear, pneumatic

pump motor control, cooling fan motor control, and
t~oltage and current monitors. The power supply ac-
cepts the input ac voltage and converts it to +5, –6,

P +15, +25.5, and +38 Vdc output.

CIRCUIT BREAKER

COOLINGFAN

LOGIC CAGE ASSEMBLY

SUPPLY REEL MOTOR
WITH ONE-LINE TACH

TAKE-UP REEL MOTOR
WITH 1000-LINE TACH

2.15 The circuit breaker is located at the top right
corner of the tape deck. It is used as an

overcurrent protective device for the power supply
circuit. In the OFF position, input power is removed
from the power supply. To perform a power-up opera-
tion at the control panel, the circuit breaker must be
on. The circuit breaker is rated at 10 amperes.

J 1Cl 34BA-1 INVERTER

2.16 The J1C134BA-1 inverter (300VA inverter) is
mounted at the top of the tape unit frame. The

300VA inverter is 8.16 inches high, 10.5 inches wide,

Page 7



and 13.82 inches deep. It consists of a J1C134BA-1, Ll,
mounting plate and a J1C134BA-1, L2, inverter mod-
ule. The mounting plate is 2 feet 2 inches wide and 10
inches high. It can accept two inverter modules. In-
verter modules consist of a mounting plate, housing,
backplane, 495H1 power converter, 393A sine wave
synthesizer, and fuse blocks. The 300VA inverter uses
70A-type and 74E-type fuses to protect the internal
circuits from drawing overcurrent. The 70A-type
fuse has the maximum current of 1.33 amperes. The
74E-type fuse has the maximum current of 15 am-
peres. The 300VA receives –48 Vdc input from the
power distribution frame and inverts the –48 Vdc to
a 120-Vac output. The maximum input current of the
inverter is 11 amperes.

microprocessor with the peripheral controller. The
PIA 3 controls the read logic and the PIA 4 controls
the write logic on the formatter board. The program-
mable timer module (PTM) generates proper write
clocks and a control line at preamble and postamble
in the write operation. It also helps the microproces-
sor generate various amounts of delay during the
read/write operations. The read-only memory (ROM)
contains the functional and diagnostic program for
the processor. It contains up to eight kilobytes of
memory, The addressable latch and the multiplexer
are used to increase the through-put capability-of the
processor.

READ/WRiTE SERVO

3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

3.o1 The tape unit is a manual-load, reel-to-reel
tape drive unit. It uses electronic circuits to

control the movement of the magnetic tape between
the supply reel and the take-up reel. A functional
block diagram of the tape unit is shown in Fig. 7. The
tape unit consists of the following functional areas:

●

●

●

●

●

Formatter-control logic

Read/write servo

Read/write head assembly

Pneumatic and cooling system

Power supply and distribution.

FORMATTER/CONTROL LOGIC

3.02 The formatter/control logic is a microproces-
sor-controlled unit. It accepts commands and

data from the central control and processes the sig-
nals into an acceptable form for the tape unit. A func-
tional block diagram of the formatter/control logic
is shown in Fig. 8. The 6802 microprocessor provides
control functions for the unit. The peripheral inter-
face adapters (PIAs) interface the 6802 microproces-
sor with the associated circuits. The PIA Ointerfaces
the formatter with the read/write servo board. The
PIA 1 interfaces the 6802 microprocessor with the
operator control panel. The PIA 2 interfaces the 6802

.

servo provides a control for3.o3 The read/write
the servo system. The s&vo system consists of

the tension servo, velocity servo, read/write circuit,
and magnetic heads. The read/write servo is made up
of a microprocessor and associated hardware. The
microprocessor is based on the 6802 microprocessor
chip. The read/write servo receives commands and
data from the formatter. It interprets these com-
mands and passes the control signals or data to the
demanding circuit. Refer to Fig. 9 for a block diagram
of the read/write servo. The microprocessor is a cen-
tral processing unit. The programmable read-only
memory (PROM) contains the functional and diag-
nostic programs for the read/write servo. The eras-
able PROM (EPROM) provides a means of storing
the read amplifier gain values and velocity servo off-
set multipliers. The PIA interfaces the read/write
servo with the formatter. The programmable timer
module (PTM) provides a real-time clock and enables
the processor to count the servo tachometers. The bit
input multiplexer and the output latches interface
the micl oprocessor with the servo, read, and write
hardwares. The tension servo provides a control for
the take-up reel motor.

OPERATOR CONTROL PANEL

3.o4 The operator control panel (Fig. 4) includes
switches, indicators, and a display, which are

accessed from the front of the tape unit. The operator
control panel is provided for manual control and di-
agnostic purposes. The functions of the switches and
indicators are listed in Table A.

4

-?

‘-%
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Fig. 7—Tape Unit Functional Block Diagram
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TABLE A

OPERATOR CONTROL PANEL

?’-

#-

t-

,
SWITCH INDICATOR FUNCTION

LOGIC OFF If pressed when the tape unit is powered on, power will
be removed from the tape unit and the LOGIC OFF
indicator will light.

LOGIC OFF When lighted, indicates a standby power condition.

LOGIC ON If pressed when the transport circuit breaker is on, the
tape unit is powered on.

FILE PRO When lighted, indicates the absence of a write enable
ring in the supply reel and write operation is inhibited
in the tape unit.

BOT When lighted, indicates that the tape is positioned at
the beginning of tape (BOT).

LOAD/REWIND If the transport is powered on and tape is threaded,
depressing the switch causes a load operation to be per-
formed. If tape is loaded, depressing the switch causes a
rewind operation to the BOT.

UNLOAD If tape is loaded, depressing the switch causes the tape
to unload from the take-up reel to the supply reel. If
tape is threaded but not”loaded, depressing the switch
will cause the unit to slowly unload the tape onto the
supply reel.

ON-LINE If tape is loaded, depressing the switch causes the
transport to go on-line and to become available for the
system control.

ON-LINE When lighted, indicates that the tape unit is on-line.

RESET Used to take the unit off line, stop tape motion, and
clear error status. Certain control faults require a
power-off or power-on sequence to clear.

RESET When lighted, indicates that a tape unit error condition
exists.

SELECT When lighted, indicates that the unit is selected by the
system.

Page 13
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TABLE A (Contd)

OPERATOR CONTROL PANEL ‘-%

SWITCH INDICATOR FUNCTtON

TWO-DIGIT DISPLAY The 2-character display is lighted when the tape unit is
in off-line diagnostic/test mode. It displays diagnos-
tic/test sequence numbers and results of tape unit mi-
crodiagnostic or exerciser routines when the tape unit
is in off-line diagnostic/test mode. When the reset indi-
cator is lighted, it displays either a diagnostic fault
code or an on-line operational failure code.

DIAGNOSTIC When lighted, indicates that the unit is in the diagnos-
tic/test mode.

TEST Used to place the tape unit into a diagnostic/test mode
when it is not on-line.

STEP If the unit is in a diagnostic/test mode, the diagnostic
test sequence numbers can be entered by depressing
this switch.

I

EXECUTE If the tape unit is in a diagnostic/test mode, depressing
the switch will initiate the microdiagnostic shown on
the 2-digit display.

CE If the tape unit is in a diagnostic mode, depressing the
switch will initiate special microdiagnostics. *

* Diagnostics should be performed by trained personnel.

POWER SUPPLY panel OFF indicator. The +15 volts (standby) is used

3.o5 The power supply provides ac power for the
cooling fan and pneumatic pump, generates dc

power for the internal circuits of the tape unit, and
provides shut-down capabilities in the event of ab-
normal voltage conditions. The power supply block
diagram is shown in Fig. 10. The power supply re-
ceives 120-Vac input from the 300V.A inverter. The
line filter is used to reduce electrical noise coming in
with the input voltage. The circuit breaker provides
an overcurrent protection for the tape unit. It is also
used as a manual power control for the unit. The volt-
age select board can be reconnected to be used with
220-Vac input (not required for use with J1C134BA-1,
300VA, inserters). The T1 transformer and rectifier
provide standby voltages (+5V, +t5V, and +20V di-
rect current). The standby voltages are used only
within the power supply. The +20 volts is used to de-
velop the +15 volts and as a control voltage for the
half-bridge switching converter and the control

--%

as a supply voltage for the pulse-width modulation
and K2 relay, and to develop the standby +5 volts.
The +5 volts is used as a supply voltage for all TTL
chips in the power supply. The CR9 triac and high-
voltage rectifier accept 120-Vac input and then rec-
tify and increase the 120 volts to approximately 300V
direct current. The switching converter receives the
300 Vac input from the high-voltage rectifier. The ?.

pulse-width generator enables the s~vitching con-
verter to invert the 300 volts back to ac voltage via
the T4 and T5 transformers. The rectifier and regu}a- ,
tors rectify the ac outputs from the T-1and ‘M trans-
formers into +5V, –6V, +15V, +25V, and +381’ direct
current. The +5V direct current is supplied to TTL .
circuits. The –6V direct current is supplied to the
read amplifier circuits. The -15JT direct current is 7

supplied to the servos and power amplifier. ‘1’li(I~15V
direct current is supplied to the servos, power an~pli-
fier, and read recovery circuit. The +25V direct cwr-
rent is supplied to the write driver circuits. The +38V
direct current is supplied to the power amplifier. ‘7
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POWER AMPLIFIER B. Change of Quadrant

3.06 The power amplifier accepts control signals
from the read/write servo and provides cur-

rent amplifications and overvoltage/undervoltage
protections for the reel motors. The power amplifier
consists of the following components:

● Triangular wave generator

● Bridge circuit for each reel motor

● Overvoltage/undervoltage protection

● Amplifiers and summing circuits

c Comparators and drivers,

A. One-Quadrant Operation

3.o7 Refer to the power amplifier block diagram in
Fig. 11. The error amplifier receives the ana-

log signals (ERR and ERR RTN) from the
formatter.The signals are isolated to eliminate the
common ground between the power amplifier and the
formatter. The isolated input signal (ERR) is
summed with the negative current feedback (ICW
and ICCW). The ratio of summation is l-ampere out-
put per l-volt input. The summation amplifier ampli-
fies the summed signal (ERROR) by a factor of 10.
The inverted and noninverted signals are applied to
two comparators along with a common triangular
wave for developing pulse-width modulated signals.
The driver drives the pulse-width signal to both sides
of the bridge circuit. The bridge circuit operates in
five different modes. The durations of the pulse-
width signal are used to determine the state of the
bridge circuit. The bridge circuit (Fig. 12) consists of
four transistors (Qa, Qb, Qc, and Qd) and four diodes
(CRa, CRb, CRC, and CRd). In state 1, transistors Qa
and Qc are activated. At the same time, transistors
Qb and Qd are turned off. In state 2, the transistor
Qa is turned off while the transistor Qc is still on.
State 2 occurs when the motor current is greater than
the ERR input. In state 3, transistors Qb and Qd are
activated while transistors Qa and Qc are turned off.
The current of the motor in state 3 is in the opposite
direction from the current of the motor in state 1. In
state 4, transistor Qd and diode CRC are activated
while transistors Qa, Qb, and Qc are turned off. The
capacitor discharges current through diode CRd to
the motor. The current from the motor returns to the
capacitor via diode CRb.

3.08 The error signal changes quadrant or sign ?
when the input ERR voltage becomes less

than the motor current. The change of sign causes
two operations. In the first operation, the sign vaIue,
existing as Oor 1, controls the bridge transistors (Qc
and Qd) and gates the comparator signals (CW/ 7.

CCW) to the bridge transistors (Qa and Qb). In the
second operation, all four transistors (Qa, Qb, Qc, and
Qd) are inhibited from conduction for 50 microsec- .
ends. Refer to Fig. 12. In this illustration, state 5 ex-
ists. After 50 microseconds, the motor current drops
below the ERR input so that states 1 and 2 are
reactivated. If, within the 50-microsecond period, the
motor current does not fall below the ERR input, -

transistors Qb and Qd will conduct and continue to
decrease the motor current. This condition exists
when the ERR input has changed very rapidly or
greatly in the opposite direction of the existing cur-
rent.

PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

3.o9 The pneumatic system (Fig. 13) generates and
distributes the air pressure and vacuum to the

tape unit. The pneumatic system consists of a carbon-
vane centrifugal pump, tape cleaner intake port, tape
deck plenum, filter and regulator assembly, and pres- -,

sure ports of the air bearings. The vacuum effect at
the tape cleaner is approximately 8 inches of water.
The air pressure at the air bearing is 2 pounds per
square inch (PSI): The filter and regulator assembly
cleans and maintains the air pressure at 2 PSI and
distributes it to the air bearing.

A. Air 8earings

3.10 The air bearings provide an air cushion allow-
ing tape tension control over the record and

playback surface of the magnetic head. 130th upper ??
and lower air assemblies provide guidance of the tape
across the magnetic heads.

B, Tape Cleaner

3.11 The tape cleaner assembly consists of two sap-
phire blades and a vacuum port. The sapphire ‘

blades are set so that one cleans tape in the forward
direction and the other cleans ta~}e in the reverse [ii-

-,

rection. The vacuum port draws off the ~1(’t)risthat is
removed by the cleaner blade.
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+38
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)
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CRb
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STATE 1, 2, 5
+

.

)’ r

CRd
!

CRC
ir

STATE 2

Qd STATE 5 QC

i’
STATE 1
STATE 2

C. Pneumatic Pump, Filter, and Regulator

&iSTATE 1

Fig. 12 —Bridge Circuit

3.12 The pneumatic pump is an ac induction motor
with a 4-blade pump. The pressure output is

routed to the filter via the deck casting where any
particles are removed before distribution to the air
bearings. The piston-type pressure regulator, which
maintains a constant pressure to the upper and lower
air bearings, is mounted directly onto the filter. The
vacuum portion of the pump draws air from the tape
cleaner. The wiring diagram of the pump motor is
shown in Fig. 14.

STATE

1

\ 2

3

4

5

ACTIVE COMPONENTS

Qa-+11 +Qc

H ~Qc~CRd~M

Qb+R ~Qd

II +Qd+CRc+fl

C + CRd+ M ~ CRb+ C

4. THEORY OF OPERATION

GENERAL RECORDING REQUIREMENTS

4.o1 The format of recording is 1600 bits per inch
in a phase-encoded method. This format meets

the qualifications of the American National Stan-
dard Institute (ANSI), Article X3.39-1793. Charac-
teristics of the recorded tape are provided in Tal)le R

A. Reflective Tape Markers

4.02 Every reel of magnetic tape must have a be-
ginning-of-tape (BOT) and end-of-tape (EOT)

‘-m
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TABLE B

TAPE CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM CHARACTERISTIC

Tape width 0.5 inch

Tape thickness 1.5 roils

Tape tension 8 ounces

Reel diameter 10.5 inches (maximum)

Reel capacity 2500 feet (maximum)

Number of tracks 9 parallel

Density 1600 bits per inch for each track

Tape speed (nominal)
Low-speed start/stop mode 25 inches per second
Low-speed streaming mode 25 inches per second
High-speed streaming mode 100 inches per second

Speed variation
Start/stop mode 5-percent maximum instanteneous

speed variation
Streaming mode 3 percent maximum long-term

speed variation

Rewind time (maximum) 2.75 minutes

Load time (maximum) 15.0 seconds

Start/stop distance (nominal)
Low-speed start/stop mode 0.25 inch
Low-speed streaming mode 0.5 inch
High-speed streaming mode 8.0 inches

Data transfer rate
Low-speed mode 40 kilobytes per second
High-speed mode 160 kilobytes per second

Write Interlock Gap Size
1. Short Gap

Low-speed start/stop mode 0.8 inch (nominal)
Low-speed streaming mode 0.6 inch (nominal)

0.8 inch (maximum)
High-speed streaming mode 0.6 inch (nominal)

2. Variable short gap
High-speed streaming mode 0.6 through 0.9 inch

3. Variable long gap
High-speed streaming mode 0.6 through 1.2 inches

.

-,
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TABLE B (Contd)

TAPE CHARACTERISTICS

t-

ITEM CHARACTERISTIC

Read interlock gap size
All modes (minimum) 0.5 inch
Streaming mode (maximum) 1.2 inches

Write access time (nominal)
I,ow-speed start/stop mode X milliseconds
I.ow-speed streaming mode 66 milliseconds
Iligh-speed streaming mode 175 milliseconds

Read access time (nominal)
Low-speed start/stop mode 24 milliseconds
Low-speed streaming mode 66 milliseconds
High-speed streaming mode 175 milliseconds

Reposition time (nominal)
Low-speed streaming mode 221 milliseconds
High-speed streaming mode 670 milliseconds

Position time (nominal)
Low-speed streaming mode 156 mill~seconds
High-speed streaming mode 495 milliseconds

Reinstruction time (nominal)
1. I.ow-speed streaming mode

Write (short gap) 14 milliseconds for 0.6-inch gap
22 milliseconds for 0.8-inch gap

Read (short gap) 20 milliseconds for 0.5-inch gap
24 milliseconds for 0.6-inch gap

2. Start/stop mode
Write O millisecond
Read O millisecond

?-’
reflective marker so that the transport can recognize
starting and stopping areas. Tapes are always sup-
plied with reflective markers installed. However, if
the markers become detached for any reason or if the
tape leader is shortened because of tape damage, the
operator must install a marker as shown in Fig. 15.

?-’
B. System and Timing Considerations

Motion Characteristics

4.o3 The tape unit has two operational speeds: 25
inches per second and 100 inches per second.

F
Selection of either speed is made at the tape unit in-

terface (the IJN52 controller). The speed of 25 inches
per second is a default mode. At a speed of 100 inches
per second, the tape unit only performs in the
streaming mode. At the speed of 25 inches per second,
the tape unit either performs in the start/stop or
streaming mode.

Start/Stop Mode

4.o4 In the start/stop mode (Fig. 16), the tape unit
operates similarly to a conventional half-inch

tape unit. It accelerates the tape when it receives a
command and stops the tape within the interlock

Pag!B24
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Fig. 15—Location of Reflective Markers

gap. The interblockgapis O.8 inch long. The start/
stop mode includes the following operations:

● Read operation

● Write operation.

● other start/stop motion. In the start/stop
mode, the tape will stop between records re-
gardless of reinstruction timing.

4.o5 Read Operation: During the read opera-
tioncycle, after abloek hasbeen successfully

traversed, thetape will be brought to a completes top
to await the next command. The microprocessor,
which resides in the read/write servo board, will
delay the subsequent commands ifthe time sincc the
last start is less than 80 milliseconds.

4.06 Write Operation: In the tvrite operation,
the controlled operation is the same as in the

read operation. The N)-millisecx)nd restriction is still
applied. The normal interlock gap in this mode is ().8 ?

inch.

4.o7 Other Start/Stop Motion: Whenever a
change from read to write mode is t’x])eri -

enced, a jog operation is performed in order to posi-
tion the erase within the interblork ~[a~).The tin)e t(,

,?

execute the jog operation is normally 1$)1

milliseconds. When changing from writ(’ t{) rt;i(l rt, -

verse or rewind, a forward jog to (’rase a full gup is
inserted bythetransport. This insures that there will ?
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Fig. 16 —Start/Stop Mode Tape Motion Control

F be noglitch inthe initial gapwhen thewrite headis
turned off. Time to execute the forward jog is 120
milliseconds.

Streaming Mode

4.08 The streaming mode is a high-performance
operating mode. It provides continuous trans-

.P fersof many data blocks to orfrom thetape. In the
streaming mode, one interblock gap is not sufficient
to contain thecommand for acceleration anddeceler-
ation of the tape. Therefore, the system sustains the
tape motion by issuing subsequent commands tothe

P tape transport during the time the transport is tra-

versing the interlock gap (Fig. 17). The transport
receives commands in three different modesas fol-
lows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

4.09

During reinstruction interval

During repositioning cycle

Following repositioning cycle.

In the streaming mode, if the transport re-
ceives a command during the reinstruction

interval (Fig. 18), the velocity of the tape motion will
maintain without interruption through the process-
ing of blocks N and N+l.
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Fig. 17—Streaming Mode Velocity Diagram

4.10 In the streaming mode, if the transport re-
ceives a command during the reposition cycle,

the tape will momentarily stop and change the direc-
tion (Fig. 19). The velocity profile identifies the time
sequence of events. The correspondence between the
time and distance is shown in Fig. 20.

4.11 In the streaming mode, if the transport re-
ceives a command following the repositioning

cycle, the tape motion will stop and wait for the new
command (refer to Fig. 21 at point El to E2). The tape
motion will start at point E2 if the transport receives
a new command. The correspondence between time
and distance is shown in Fig. Z.

4.12 Tape motion continues without loss of time
due to starting and stopping if the next com-

mand is received during the command reinstruction
time. The tape unit maintains 100-IPS speed through
the interlock gap, anticipating the next command.
If the transport receives a command within the
reinstruct ion time, there is no loss of time due to
starting and stopping. If commands arrive after
reinstruction time or if the commands are discontin-
ued, the transport will go through a recovery cycle.
All read/write commands can be executed in this
mode except read reverse, which is not an accepted
command in the streaming mode.

4.13 Low-Speed (25 IPS) Mode Control: The
tape unit will automatically switch between

25-IPS streaming mode and 25-IPS start/stop mode
in response to the system usage. Essentially, when
repositioning becomes excessive in the streaming
mode, rather than continue to “thrash,” the trans-
port will switch to start/stop mode. The benefits of
this change are significant. If the system cannot
reinstruct to keep the unit in streaming mode, a 221-
millisecond reposition cycle is required before pro-
cessing of the next block of data can occur. In start/
stop mode, the access time is reduced to 64
milliseconds in the worst case (if previous block of
data is one byte) or to 24 milliseconds (if previous
block of data is greater than 1.6 kilobytes). The trans-
port will switch back to streaming mode when the
command reinstruction time consistently reduces to
a value that will allow the streaming mode. The fol-
lowing items are very important for this category:

(a) To avoid “jog” delays, mode switching is per-
formed at a speed of 25 IPS, rather than in sta-

tionary. In essence, a mode switch takes effect at
the end of the block in the process.

(b) If the time to traverse the preceding block,
plus the reinstruction time, exceeds 60

..’-”+

?,

‘-A
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Fig. 18—Tape Motion Control (Nonstop)

milliseconds, the access time will be 22
milliseconds for a write operation and 24

- milliseconds for a read operation. The access time
will be increased by the difference between 60
milliseconds and the time to traverse the preced-
ingblock, plus the reinstruction time, iftheprevi-.
ous criterion is not met.

COMMAND CLASSIFICATION

,/?
4.14 The transport command set is placed into five

categories dealing with the type of command
being executed. These commands are as follows:

● Motion control (rewind)

● Mode control (on-line, off-line, or

● Data operation (read or write)

● Read sense (sense data transfer)

● Data loopback.

rewind)

4.15 The motion and mode control commands are
associated with the peripheral controller. The

peripheral controller sends these commands over the
interface bus to the tape transport. The data opera-
tion, read sense, and data loopback commands are
associated with the formatter. The formatter trans-
fers these commands via the FGO strobe sampling of
the interface lines.
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Fig. 19 —Streoming Mode Velocity Diagram (Momentary Stop)

4.16 The selected tapetransportwill respondtothe
following peripheral commands only after the

“GO” pulse is initiated.

(a) Forward/Reverse: A logical true selects
reverse operation. A logical false selects for-

ward operation. A logical true means aTTL signal
“low’’existsonthe bus lead between theperiph-
eralcontrol}er and the tape drive, and theological
false means a TTL signal is “high.”

(b)

(c)

(d)

Read/Write; A logical true selects write
mode, and logical faIse selects read mode.

W’riteFile Mark (WFM): Alogicaltrue (in
the write mode) writesafile mark on thetape.

High Speed: A logical true causes the se-
lected transportto operate in the high-speed

(100 inches per second) streaming mode.

(e) Last Word: A logical true indicates to the
formatter that the prt’sent data rharacitlr,

which Is ~JiaCt?d011 lllt’lrlput II;ll:i1111(’!+,Is (tIt’last

character of the record.

(f)

(g)

Formatter EnaMe: A logical false causes
initialization of the formatter.

Sense: Alogical trueallows thelooping back
ofdata transfers to the formatter fordiagnos-

ticof the bus.

4.17 The “rewind” command is a pulse that does
not require the “GO” pulse to initiate. The

rewind pulse causes the selected on-line transportto
rewind the tape to the load point. This pulse will not
cause a formatter busy signalto goto a logical true.

A. Formatter Response

4.18 The formatter provides the following status
indications to the controller,

(a) Formatter Bus.v: Thi~i~~\ l{lKi~.i\lt~~\i*(l}iii

follows the lraillug vllgt’ (Jt’ tllr “(;()” puts{’

when the peripheral controller issues the com -
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further commands to the (c) File Mark: This isapulse that is generated
.

mand and inhibits
formatter. whenacompleted file record has been detected

.
(b) llatal?usy: Thedata busy signal illogical

on the tape duringa read or write operation.

p true when the tape isup to speed, when the
transport traverses the interblock gap, and when
the formatteris about to writeor read data toor (d) Write Strobe: This pulse indicates thatthe

from thetape. The data busy signal remains true write datelines are transferring an8-bit data

until the data transfer and the post-record delay character and parity from the peripheral control-
P are completed. lerto the formatter.
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(e) head Strobe: This pulse indicates that the
formatter reads an 8-bit data character and

parity from the tape andputsit on the read data
lines.

(f) Speed: Thislogical truepulse isusedtoindi-
cate that the transport is in the high-speed.

streaming mode.

4.19 The following responses indicate status and
configuration of the tape transport.

(a) lleadY: Thislogical truepulse indicates that
the tape is tensioned; is not rewinding, off-

line, or loading; and is ready to receive a write
command.

(b) On Line: Ifthispulse illogical true, itindi-
catesthat the tape transport isunder remote

control. Ifitis logical false, the transport isunder
local control.

(c) llewinding:Thk true pulse indicates that
thetransportis in rewind operation orreturn-

ingto the load point.

.

-.

(d) File Protect: This logical true pulse indi-
cates that the takeup reel has no write permit

ring and that the write electronics are disabled.

(e) Load Point: When the load point reflective
marker is under the photosensor and the

transport isnot rewinding, the load point signal
will go to a logical true state.

(f) End of Tape (EOT’): The EOT signal
changes to a logical true state when the EOT

marker is detected in the forward direction. The
EOT signal remains true until the transport re-
ceives a rewind command. ,

B. Error Detection

4.20 The formatter provides the following types of ?
error detection responses:

● Corrected error

● Hard error.
?,
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Fig. 22-Tape Motion Control (Receiving Command Following Repositioning Cycle)

4.21 The corrected error indicates that a single 5. DIAGNOSTIC

track error has been detected duringa read
operation and that corrected data is being sent. The

PERIPHERAL CONTROLLER RESIDENT BOOT DIAGNOSTIC
hard error indicates that an uncorrectable error has
occurred and that the record should berereadorre-

5.01 Asmallamount ofdiagnostic code will residep written.
in the read-only memory of the peripheral
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controller. This diagnostic code will be used for ini-
tialization and verification of basic functions when
bringing up the peripheral controller diagnostic.

5.02 The central control contains the peripheral
controller diagnostic. It pumps the diagnostic

routine into the peripheral controller under the sys-
tem command. The diagnostic routine will thor-
oughly test the peripheral controller and give the
result as a passed or failed indication.

FORMATTER DIAGNOSTIC

s.03 The formatter contains the diagnostic routine
which features the following modes of testing

●

●

●

Basic test automatically performed when
power is turned on.

Continuous monitoring of vital operation
parameters during all tape operations.

Off-line tape motion diagnostic test.

6. REFERENCE

6.01 Refer to Section 254-302-000 for information
relevant to this section.

7. ABBREVIATIONS

?.01 The following is a list of abbreviations used in
this section.

ANSI–American National Standard Institute

AOT–Absence of Tape

BOT–Beginning of Tape

BPI–Bits per Inch

EOT–End of Tape

IOP–Input-Output Processor

IPS–Inch per Second

MP–Microprocessor

PIA–Peripheral Interface Adapter

PSI–Pound per Square Inch

PTM–Programmable Time Module

RAM–Random Access Memory

ROM–Read-Only Memory

TTL-Transistor-Transistor Logic
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